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A Space Fiber-Optic X-Ray Burst Detector

C. E, Moss, D. E. Casperson, M. A, Echave, B. C. Edwards, J. R. Miller,
W. W, Saylor, M. R. Sweet, and J. E. Valencia

Los Alamos National Laboratory

Abstract space background data during the mission. An overview of
SAWAFE including the present x-ray detector, an RF detector,

We describe a novel, lightweight x-ray burst detector that can and a laser detector is available[I].
be embedded m a satellite structure, thus forming a "smart skin,"
which has minimal impact on the host satellite. The design is
based on two types of optical fibers coupled to photodiodes. The
first is a scintillating fiber, which gives a fast signal for timing.
The second is a germanitma-doped silica fiber, which darkens for
a few milliseconds when irradiated with a burst of x rays. The ,_
resulting slow signal is used to discriminate against electrostatic
discharges. The coincidence of a fastsignal from the scintillating
fiber with a slow signal from the darkening fiber is the signature
of an x-ray burst. The response is linearat low doses andbecomes
nonlinear at high doses. We have two techniques to test the in-
strument ma space experiment scheduled for 1994. First, a small,
space-qualified flash x-ray unit canilluminate the fibers. Second,
we can detect space background radiation. The cumulative dose
will be monitored by RADFET dosimeters. Future work on s AwAF
embedding the fibers and the electronics as Application Specific
Integrated Circuits (ASICs) m the spacecraft skin could lead to Fig. I. STEPMission 3 spacecraft, The SAWAFE panel is on the
use of these detectors on many satellites, bottom, which is nadir pointing.

I. INTRODUCTION II. INSTRUMENT DESCRIPTION

To warn of attack and assess damage by nuclear detonations A. Fibers
(NUDETs), the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) satellites need

detectors located on the satellites. In response we have chosen to Our SAWAFE design is based on two types of optical fibers
develop an x-ray detector because of the large burst x-ray output used as x-ray sensors. The ftrst is a 500-pro (diana) x4-m (length)
fr°maNUDET'Traditi°nalx'raymstrttmentssuchasscintiUat°rs Bicron BCF-28 scmtiuatmg fiber coupled to a silicon photo-
on photomultipliers, proportional counters, and semiconductor diode, which gives a fast signal to determine the precise time of
counters are susceptible to false events due to electrostatic arrival of the burst at the satellite. The length is about three times
dischargesfESD)causedbyspacecraftchargingandduetospace the l/e length of 1.25 m for scintillation light. The second is a
radiation. The rate of such events can be reduced by operating 100-p,m-core x 64-m-long multimode germanium-doped silica
several such sensors in coincidence, but then the instruments fiber(Coming 1508),whichdarkensforafewmiUisecondswhen

become too massive for widespread use. We describe a novel, irradiated with a burst of x rays[2]. This darkening phenomenon,
lightweight x-ray detector that can be embedded m satellite being much slower than the few microseconds expected in
structure, thus forming a"smart skin," which has minimal impact electrostatic discharges caused by spacecraft charging, can be
on the host satellite, used to confirm thata signal was produced by an x-ray burst. The

coincidence of a fast signal from the scintillating fiber with a
The concept will be tested with an instrument built for the slow signal from the darkening fiber is the signature of an x-ray

Satellite Attack Warning Assessment Flight Experiment burst.
(SAWAFE), to be flown on the one-year STEP 3 mission. The

instrument will be part ofanadir.pointing, load-bearing panel on The mounting of the fibers on the spacecraft panel is shown
a spacecraft supplied by TRW (Fig. 1). The panel is a polyether- in Fig. 2. The fibers are attached with structural adhesive as

imide honeycomb core sandwiched between a glass/polycyanate single-thickness coils on top of the spiral RF antenna, which is
front face and a graphite/polycyanate back face. Launch by a a separate experiment on SAWAFE. The ends of the fibers arc

Pegasus rocket into a ,=450-kin altitude orbit inclined at >65 ° is fed through close-fitting teflon tubing potted with low-outgassmg,
scheduled for 1994. The instrument will collect calibration and space-qualified epoxy into slots in the panel and sealed _)nthe
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backsidcat thcendofcach tubewithadropofcpoxy. Thismethtxi re,be unaffected by A()[7]and is a gtx,¢lconductor, we initially
of mounting tile fibers allows them to be replaced if necessary, tried 50 A of gold. We rejected this coating because the solar

spectrum thermal absorptance increased from 0.28 tor bare A276
FLASH x-RAY RADFEY I----"-....._ FIBER SENSOR

HOLE I _ ,/ to 0.7 after coating with gold (Table 1), ITO did not change the
LASER - _ ' RF ANT[NNA absorptance.

SENSOR

):_-_.
___dC__(___ -, q'able l

"_ -""_ Coating Effects

Coating Coating

_._i ' M,q.terial Thickness (A) Abs,,rptance ReflectivityNone 0 ....... [ 0.28 0.86, ........... ,.......

Fig. 2. SAWAFF_,panel. The flashx-rayunit mounted attheback ITO 150 ................ 0.28 0.89
of the panel illuminates the fibers through the flash x-ray hole. Gold 50 0,70 0.87....................

The laser sensors and RF antenna ,areseparate,experiments.

C. Flash X-Ray Unit
A scintillatingfiber sensor is basedon the same principle as

,anonlinaryscintillator sensor butwith important differences due A sm,'dl,space-qualified flashx-ray unit (Fig. 3) mountedon
to thegeometry.The fibercanbe made toconform tocomplicated the back side of the panel illuminates the fibers through a hole
surfaces. Light produced in the scintillating fiber can be trans- and provides a functional test of the instrument. The unit, de-
mitred several meters through a non-scintillating fiber, such as ycleped by Golden Engineering, Inc., is approximately 7 cm
Bicron BCF-98, to shielded avionics interior to the spacecraft, (dia)x 15era(length) and weighsabout ll00g. Asmall, extemal
thus reducing ESD and EMI problems. For BCF-98 fibersa few DC-to-DC converter charges an internal capacitor toabout 80(0)
meters long, the attenuation, scintillation due to incident radia- V. Afree-running sparkgap coanects this energy toan x-ray tube
tion, and the darkening due to radiation damage are negligible, via a voltage multiplying circuit. The repetition rate is limited to

about one pulse every 15 seconds by the limited power on the
B. Coatings spacecral't. In space the unit will only be used to provide a few

pulses per hour because the expected lifetime of the tube is <105
The scintillating fiber is coated with 100pm of Chemglaze pulses. The output is about 1mr/pulse at 30 cm from the source.

Z306, which is a nonconductingblack paint, tokeepoutsunlight. This unit also has terrestrial applications such as field radiog-
The darkeningfiber is notaffected bysunlight. Anonconducting raphy.

paint was selected because metallic coatings such as aluminium ...... :.: _ i:'" :.
or beryllium would have degraded the performance of the RF , ___''_:_:_,:_.: ; _ : ' r_: ::_:_ "

antenna under the fibers. The coating was kept thin in order to
avoid attenuating the incident x raysbut still provides a neutral ___ i_:
density optical filter value of 11. The paint was appliedin many _:. _a_, _.,_,'_ .., ' --__w_._ "

thin coats by rotating a straight fiber ina fixture and scanning a _ t,,,,"s._,|_ : ' II
spray gun along the fiber. The whole panel except for the laser _,_'_ _"_:_, _...... lit

, sensors is coated with 40 grn of white Chemglaz,e A276 lor _2_11_'j_
thermal control of the spacecraft.The spacecraft requirements of __ .... ___!!--_: ............ _!:thepanel are -4° C to50° C. The scintillatingfiber is of particular ...........................................................................
concern because the softening point is 70° C....... _._,._,,_,o_,,._..,,,_,_._,........,_:

The whiteChemglazeiscoatedwith150A ofindiumtin
oxide (ITO) to mitigate two potential problems. First, since

!_i_'_! ................. II . t i__',h;_
Chemglaze is an excellent electrical insulator, ESD might pro-
ducespurioussignals[3,4] orcause a lightleak in thescintillating , ._:_._m . ,......: ....__=:...... ,
fibercoating. The rro coating is slightly conducting with a re- ........... ":'"_'_"'_.......""......."" •....
sistivity of 150 k.O per square that will bleed off charge to the Fig. 3. Flash x-ray unit.
grounded screws fastening the panel to the spacecraft. Second,
Chemglazeis eroded byatomic oxygen (At). Ina =450-kinorbit D. RADFET Dosimeter
and for an average look direction Chemglaze Z306 (black) is
eroded at =8 gm/yr ( 80 lam/yrat sunspot maximum, 0.8 gm/yr The calculated dose from space radiation in theSTEP 3orbit
at sunspot minimum)t5]. Chemglaze A276 (white) er(_es at at --450km and >65° is >100 krad(Si)/yr. High doses cause some
approximatelyone third the rate of Z306. We are unawareof any permanent damage to the fibers, which, in principle, can be used
specific inlormation on ITO, but based on LDEF data on SiO2 tomeasure the absorbed dose but, inpractice, is difficult because
!6], weexpect it tobe unaffected by At. Because gold is known of transient effects and annealing.The SAWAFE instrument will
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include a RAI)I.ET dosimeter[8,9] suppli_ by RIll in ()xford, rapid prototypmg and tabncation of llight cxperuncnt ct_m_-
UK, to independently measure the dose. This device is based on nents.
a metal-oxide-semiconductor ficld-effect transistor. Radiation

causes space charge to be formed and trapped in the oxide • "-..
insulator and at the oxide-silicon interface under the gate elec- _
_e. This shifts the threshold voltage requtred to operate the • "" ,..

gate by an amount proportional to the dose until close to satu- °p _,.-
ration. The oxide thickness is 0.13 p.m, which gives a response - --' -'--• a I _, /z

of = 17 mV/krad(Si), Dunng imtdiation the gate can be either ""-_ ," " " r "*' h ....

b_sed or not biased, but the c',dibration, in general, is different , " "_- -" s ,for each mode. The SAW M-:ERADFET will be unbiased, except
during readout, to conserve power even though the btased mode .Y.,_ , _

is less temperature and dose-rote dependent and more linear. ._ ._ _ '
Biasing during readout is provided by a current of 90 l.tA. _ i_i ,

•Ka," IB J

E. Electronics ." _ _ . .'

The mechanical design of the avio nics system is based on a -...'_" 'a!:,!_/._

"slice" architecture ('Fig. 4). Each slice is approximately 10 I<- _._<.-

inches x 9 inch x 1.29 inch (thickness) and is compnsed of an :,,.-; _o_ ".._ II_L_._exterior metal frame and two printed circuit boards, Each slice . . " . ... .
includes acc, nnector for the 32-bit processor global bus, power, "'" " _ ",/
and ground connections, Each detector subsystem is built into
one or more slices. The slices required by the x-ray detector are Fig. 4. SAWAFE avionics b_d on a slice architecture.
the x-ray slice, which contains the analog and digital boards, the
processor and solid state memory slice, and the power supply Fig. 5 shows a block diagram of the electronics in the x-ray
slice. A complete avionics box is formed when the slices for all slice, The scintillating fiber, darkemng fiber, and t'lash x-ray
the instruments are placed together, end plates are attached, and monitor fiber are each connected to a PIN photodiode operated
bolts are run from one end to the other, The design allows for in current mode. The oppose end of each fiber are connected to

IN$IRU_NT INTEIIIO/t- SAItI_E-I r IBE_I

'JCt_lO ,t
SENSOfl PI_NEL 5..9111
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a I .ED light source, which is referenced to aphotodiode using an provided low dt_sepulms, and an electnm accelerator at the 11ill

optical fiber beam splitter. The LEDs on the scintillating fiber Air Force Base provided high dose pulses, l'he fact that O_era-
and the monitor fiber are only pulsed on to test the system and diauon pn×tuced by the accelerator is a mixture ¢)t"electr¢)n,_and
to measure long.term darkening. The LED on the darkening x rays is not sigmficant because the fiber resl:s)nse _ss.ruhlr t_)r
fiberisoncontmuously;anx-rayburstcauses transient 'darkening electrons and x rays. Fig. 6 shows _trnple wavefl_rms from the
and a momentary drop m the output from the phottxJi_xle, The ,wo types of fibers. Note that the the Full Width at tt_df Maxt-
dynamic range of the electronic channel on each fiber ts =_1.1)dB. n, um IFWHM ) t)f the scintillating fiber waveft_nn ts <2 tas

whereas the F%VHMof the darkening fiber wave form ts ---17 las

The sensitivity of the scintillating fiber could be greatly BecausetheFWHMofanESDpulseis=2j.ts, the 'darkenmgpulse
increased by using a photomuluplier so that single electrons and caused by a burst of x rays can be used to easily discrunmate
x rays could be recorded. In tests of such a design the signals against ESD pulses. Fig. 7 shows the pulse height versus dose lbr
were only a few photoelectrons. The fibers were very sensitive the two types of fibers, For the scintillating fiber tw¢)channels
to light leaks, which required thick coatings that would increase differing by a factor of 100 in gain were used to cover the
the attenuation of low-energy x rays, Such sensitivity is not dynamic range. For the darkening fiber linac pulse widths ¢)15()
required for our application, and 500 ns were used to cover the range. "ll_e dose scale was

determined by exposing CaF 2 TLDs to multiple pulses under

IFI. RESPONSE 10 2 ......_ ...... l ........ ; " " '

o
We have measured the response of the fibers over a large o

dynamic range, A Febetron flash x-ray machine at L(;s Alamos _
! 1 ! t I 1 ' l ' ! ! ...... _
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Fig. 6, Signal waverforms for a) the scintillaung Fiber Fig. 7, Response of a) the scintillating fiber and b) the
and b) the darkening fiber, "darkening fiber.
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similar conditions and converting the results to md(Si). ]'he embedding the fibers and the elecmmJcs as ASI('s In the ,,pace.
scintillating fiber is linear below IOrad(Si)butbecomessublinear craft skin could lead to use of these detectt_rs on many satellites

at largerdoses where the plmtodiode can not supply enough cluu-ge, that tmght be subject to attack and possibly for acqutnng data _,n
The darkemng fiber is linear below 3 rad(Si). Both responses can large a.strophysical x-ray bursts.
be calibrated to to >100 rad(Si). The response is about 10r_,
greater when the fibers are mounted on the panel relative to being V, ACKNOWLEIXJEMENTS
suspended in air because of backscatter of the radiation from the

panel. Lt. Col. M. f)baJ (SDIO) provided encouragement and fund.
tng for this work. Martin Marietta Corp. provided the panel and

We have also measured the respor, se of the RADFET over a measured the absorpumce and reflecuvity. Thin Film Device,
large dynamic range (Fig. 8). The unbiased RADFET w_ts ir- Inc., provided the ITO coating Golden Engineermg, Inc., devel.
radiated with 6°Co at a rate of 435 tad/rain. The irradiation was oped the flash x-my unit. A. Holmes-Siedle (REM) supplied the
stopped for a few minutes, and the RADFETwas biased toobtain RADFETs and valuable consultation.
the readings. As expected, the threshold voltage shift VT vet_.us
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